Circadian wheel running activity rhythms in two strains of domestic rabbit.
Results from experiments on two strains of domestic rabbit show that despite their hopping gait, circadian locomotor rhythms can be successfully measured using running wheels specially designed for large laboratory mammals. Three female rabbits of an English outbred strain were monitored in a 13:11 light:dark (LD) cycle and in constant light (LL), while 12 Dutch-Himalayan rabbits were monitored in a 14:10 LD cycle and constant dark (DD). Much stronger rhythms were observed in the latter strain, which under LD conditions showed individuals with patterns that varied from nocturnal (n = 5), diurnal (n = 4), crepuscular (n = 1), and predominantly arrhythmic (n = 2). In DD, 10 rabbits showed strong free-running rhythms, five with tau (tau) less than 24 h and five longer. The predominantly arrhythmic activity pattern in the remaining two made estimation of tau difficult. Differences in circadian patterns both under LD and DD were unrelated to sex. Results show that locomotor rhythms of the rabbit can be measured using the running wheel, the traditional apparatus of chronobiology. However, the experiments suggest also that the large-bodied breed of rabbits that tend towards obesity, such as the English outbred strain, are relatively inactive and that smaller, more active breeds such as the Dutch-Himalayan may be more suitable for studying circadian rhythmicity if the running wheel is employed.